INTRODUCTION
In ancient times, citizens sought answers to their most important inquiries by consulting oracles. Myths were part of daily life, and mythological creatures were feared or defeated. Oedipus deciphered the riddle of the Sphinx, a creature that was part primate (human) and part feline (lion). In modern times, many astute scientists have worked diligently to decipher a modern riddle, i.e., understanding human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and using this knowledge to halt the AIDS pandemic. Although we endeavor to solve this riddle with the tools of science, we should keep in mind that, like Oedipus, we may find clues hidden in the intricate biology of primate and feline lentiviruses.
This review provides an overview of comparative aspects of feline and primate lentiviral infections, highlighting the striking similarities in both natural and cross-species transmission and pathogenicity of these agents. This side-by-side comparison of attributes of lentiviral infections conserved across divergent mammalian families is relevant for understanding the natural course of lentiviral disease. By taking a broader view of viral-host interactions, novel observations can be revealed, framing unanswered questions about HIV/AIDS pathogenesis and lentiviral/host adaptation and suggesting new avenues for mechanistic studies and therapeutic interventions for HIV. (FIV) belong to the Lentivirus genus of the Retroviridae. These viruses are morphologically distinct from other retroviruses in that they have a bar-or cone-shaped core (nucleoid). Lentiviruses have a complex structure with numerous accessory genes in addition to gag-, pol-, and env-encoded structural elements. The number of accessory genes (open reading frames [ORFs] ) varies according to the strain of virus. All known lentiviruses are exogenous. At least 41 species of primates and 11 felid species have been diagnosed with species-specific lentiviral strains (see below). Besides primates and feline species, lentiviral infections have been identified in horses, goats, sheep, and cattle (253) . Infection of certain felid and primate species results in immunodeficiency; however, the majority of these infections appear to be clinically silent. Ovine and caprine lentiviral infections may result in neurological disorders, arthritis, and pneumonia, while equine lentiviral infections result in recurrent fever and blood dyscrasias (253) . Pathology has not been reported for cattle infected with bovine immunodeficiency virus (253) . All lentiviruses include the accessory genes vif (virus infectivity factor) and rev (regulator of virus gene expression) (231, 253, 413) , both of which have been implicated as facilitators of viral transcription and activation. FIVs also carry one or two small open reading frames; ORF 2 has been associated with a vpr-like function in domestic cat FIV (133) . Three accessory genes are specific for primate lentiviruses, namely, vpr, vpx, and vpu; SIVs also include a nef gene. Figure 1 illustrates comparative genomic sequence organizations for three families of primate and feline lentiviruses.
SIV AND FIV POSITIONS WITHIN THE LENTIVIRUS GENUS

Simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) and Feline immunodeficiency virus
Interestingly, despite the fact that differences in ORF structure exist between FIVs and primate lentiviruses, at least domestic cat FIV has retained similar immunodeficiency-inducing properties, suggesting that immunopathogenicity is either unrelated to these structural components or that FIV has evolved distinct but phenotypically convergent properties resulting in similar biological consequences for its host.
DETECTION AND NOMENCLATURE
FIV
Several rapid, sensitive, and specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) are widely available for detection of FIV antibodies from domestic cats (159) . Several laboratories offer PCR-based assays for FIV detection, although these are less reliable (221) . Serosurveys of nondomestic felids have generally evaluated seroreactivities in captive or free-ranging animal sera versus domestic cat FIV antigens (53, 58, 116, 176, 281, 356) . Subsequent studies have demonstrated that using species-specific lentiviral antigen preparations in a Western blot format significantly enhances the sensitivity. Currently, only puma and lion virus-based Western blot assays are available (286, 376, 383, 384) ; for detection of antibodies from other species, comparison using a multistrain-antigen Western blot approach has provided greater sensitivity (288, 376 ; S. Franklin et al., Abstr. 7th Int. Feline Retrovir. Res. Symp., p. 69, 2004) . The use of a conserved-epitope peptide-based ELISA has been evaluated for rapid screening of puma and lion sera (201, 389) , and a flow cytometry-based antibody detection assay has also been reported (40) . Despite the fact that available tests often lack sensitivity, 27 of 35 felid species evaluated demonstrated seroreactivity; FIV infection has been confirmed in 11 species by PCR amplification of lentiviral sequences from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC). Sequence analysis has confirmed nine unique species-specific highly heterologous strains (53, 58, 235, 281, 376) . "FIV" is typically used to refer to lentiviruses arising from domestic cats; when more than one feline species of lentivirus is being discussed, the standard nomenclature for designation of strains originating from different species is to append genus and species identifiers for the feline species as a subscript to FIV; for example, domestic cat (Felis cattus) FIV becomes FIVfca, African lion (Panthera leo) FIV is designated FIVple, and puma (also cougar, mountain lion, and panther; Puma concolor) isolates are referred to as FIVpco. As an exception, lion and puma lentiviruses have also been referred to as LLV and PLV to facilitate recognition by readers unfamiliar with felid species designations (281, 386) . Five clades (A to E) of FIVfca have been defined based upon env sequence phylogeny (19, 177, 269, 351) , and a recent report identified a sixth apparently unique isolate (107) . Six infectious FIVfca clones have been characterized, including FIV-GL8 (180) Table 1 .
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Clade designations have also been determined for lion (FIVple-A, -B, and -C) and puma (FIVpco-A and -B) lentiviruses, although these classifications were based on phylogenetic differentiation within pol, not env. Divergence among FIV strains is significant. In conserved regions of pol, FIVfca, FIVple, and FIVpco differ by as much as 30%, and differences in env and gag are even more pronounced (53, 59, 214, 376) . FIVpco and FIVple intraspecies differences are also large; i.e., 10 to 20% divergence in pol occurs among isolates from the same species (53, 59, 376) . In contrast, domestic cat FIVfca clades only differ in their nucleotide sequences by 5 to 10% across the entire genome (59, 351) . FIV clades tend to be geographically oriented; for example, domestic cats in California are predominantly infected with the A clade, and infected pumas in the upper Midwest cluster significantly with respect to home ranges (41, 351) . This pattern is not as strictly observed for lions. For example, lions of the Serengeti may be infected with A, B, or C clade viruses (53, 375) . Partial genomic sequences are available for 11 nondomestic FIVs (376) . Three nondomestic FIVs (FIVple, FIVpco, and Pallas cat-derived FIVoma) have been cultured and extensively sequenced (23, 24, 41, 53, 58, 214, 375) .
SIV
Serology is the "gold standard" for studying the prevalence of SIVs in nonhuman primates (NHPs). In the past, most laboratories screened NHPs for anti-SIV antibodies by using commercial ELISA and Western blot kits (31, 68, 109, 123, 134, 258) . ELISA screening tests are based on antigens consisting of viral lysates, recombinant proteins, or synthetic peptides corresponding to immunodominant epitopes of the two HIV type 1 (HIV-1) subtype B variants (strains LAI and MN) and HIV-2 group A (ROD strain). These "mixed" tests are therefore able to detect anti-HIV-1 and anti-HIV-2 antibodies. Cross-reactivity with other lentiviral lineages enables the use of these tests for screening nonhuman primate samples. For more sensitive detection of SIVs in NHPs, two strategies have been developed. The first uses a highly sensitive line assay (INNO-LIA HIV; Innogenetics, Ghent, Belgium) as a screening test. Using this strategy, more than 10 different new SIV types have been identified in NHPs (301) . A second strategy uses synthetic peptides based on the gp41/36 and V3 peptides, allowing for increased sensitivity (gp41/36) and specificity (V3 peptides) (2, 346) . This technique has also led to the discovery of several SIVs.
In the vast majority of cases, the infected NHP species represents the reservoir of that virus type, which is designated by a three-letter abbreviation of the host primate species name (with numerous exceptions). When related species of the same genus are infected, the name of the subspecies is included in the virus designation. Thus, the four species of African green monkeys (AGMs), i.e., vervet, grivet, tantalus, and sabaeus, are infected by SIVagm.Ver, SIVagm.Gri, SIVagm.Tan, and SIVagm.Sab, respectively (3, 120, 172, 190, 193, 258) . For chimpanzee subspecies infected by SIVs, there is an exception to this rule; each SIVcpz isolate is named from the known or last known country of origin of the chimpanzee. Thus, the Pan troglodytes troglodytes subspecies is infected by SIVcpzGAB (Gabon), SIVcpzCAM (Cameroon), and SIVcpzUS (U.S. captivity), whereas Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii is infected by SIVcpzANT (Democratic Republic of Congo [DRC] via Antwerpen), SIVcpzTAN (Tanzania), and SIVcpzDRC1 (DRC) (75, 128, 268, 302, 303, 324, 405) . Some authors have adopted the abbreviations SIVcpz.Ptt and SIVcpz.Pts to differentiate between the SIV strains infecting these two species of chimpanzees (165, 339) .
For individual isolates of different SIV types, the current nomenclature rules include the country of origin in the name of the isolate; thus, SIVmnd-1GB1 and SIVrcmGAB1 are viruses isolated from a mandrill (MND) and a red-capped mangabey (RCM), respectively, from Gabon (134, 378) , whereas SIVrcmNG409 originates from Nigeria (31) . Some authors also include the year of sampling. Thus, SIVsmmSL92 is a sooty mangabey (SM) virus isolated from a sample collected in Sierra Leone in 1992 (67) . This is a useful feature for tracing the origins of viruses, allowing for a better understanding of their evolution. In a recent paper, an attempt was made to rename SIVs using three-letter names. This method would introduce modifications to the current nomenclature, i.e., SIVsm would become SIVsmm, while SIVlhoest would become SIVlho (37) .
Currently, there are 41 fully sequenced SIV genomes representing 23 different species types. Partial genomic sequences are available for 11 additional SIVs, and serologic evidence of SIV infection has been obtained for seven primate species for which no sequence information has been obtained (see Table  2 ). Ten infectious molecular SIV clones have been derived from different nonhuman primate species (rhesus macaques [Rh macaques], SMs, and AGMs).
In conclusion, serologic surveillance is the most useful tool for detection of infection in individuals and in new species, whereas genetic analysis allows classification of viruses and viral subtypes (Tables 1 and 2 ). FIVs and SIVs occur naturally in many feline and primate species and are characterized genetically as species specific. While intra-and interspecies heterogeneity may be high, FIVs and SIVs almost uniformly cluster by species and by family.
SEROPREVALENCE OF FIV AND SIV
Feline Species with FIV
The seroprevalence of FIVs varies dramatically by species and geographic locale. For example, Serengeti African lions are nearly 100% seropositive (53, 375) , as are pumas in Wyoming that are over 4 years of age (41) . Pumas in Montana have maintained an approximate seroprevalence rate of 20% over time (40) , similar to seroprevalence rates detected in Florida panthers and in cougars from Washington State (116, 252) . In contrast, significant numbers of free-ranging Asiatic lions or those found in Etosha Pan (Namibia) were all seronegative (53, 356, 375) . Asian lions held in captivity at the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago were noted to be 75% FIV seropositive, demonstrating that lions of Asian origin are not intrinsically resistant to infection (218) . Interestingly, a similar geographic dispersal of seropositivity was noted for Asian versus African leopards (Panthera pardus), i.e., free-ranging African populations demonstrate seropositivity of Ͼ25%, whereas Asian-born animals are seronegative (286, 376) . Greater than 50% of Pallas (158, 376) , confirming the findings of an earlier serosurvey of a separate population (158) . FIV-like pol sequences were amplified from hyena PBMC, confirming infection with an FIVrelated agent (158, 376) . Serum antibodies have been detected in 8 of 17 striped hyenas (Hyeana hyeana); however, infection of these animals has not been confirmed by viral isolation or PCR amplification (376) .
Captive nondomestic felid seroprevalence rates range from 3 to 75%, depending on the species (110, 201) . The seroprevalence of domestic cat FIV varies between 1 and 15%, with significantly higher incidences occurring in certain demographics, such as feral animals, those presenting as clinically ill, or intact males allowed to roam outdoors (59, 101, 216, 226, 234, 241, 305, 360, 376, 403) . Two reports describing the prevalence of infection in feral domestic cats in England (59) and Vietnam (184) demonstrated that FIVfca can be diagnosed in Ͼ25% of certain populations.
Serosurveys have not detected FIV antibodies in cheetahs (261), wildcats (87, 220) , five species of South American felids (119) , leopard cats (184, 255) , civets (184) , or sandcats (288), whereas evaluations of wildcats from France (122) and Saudi Arabia (288) demonstrated low levels (Ͻ10%) of FIV seropositivity.
In summary, a wide range of feline species demonstrate antibodies which recognize FIV antigens, and nine of these species (lion, cheetah, leopard, Pallas cat, jaguarundi, ocelot, domestic cat, puma, and bobcat) have been shown to harbor species-specific FIVs by evaluation of partial viral genomic sequences. African lion, puma, African leopard, and Pallas cat populations demonstrate very high rates of seropositivity. Other species, including the domestic cat, cheetah, and South American neotropical free-ranging populations, tend to demonstrate seroprevalence rates of 10% or less. Asian species other than the Pallas cat are apparently not infected with an endemic FIV, although when exposed to other species harboring FIVs, particularly during captivity, these animals may become infected, as evidenced by seroconversion (Table 1) .
Primate Species with SIV
SIV infections are described below for the major phylogenetic primate radiations, namely, anthromorphic primates (great apes), cercopithecines (guenons), Papionini, and Colobinae (Table 2) . A description of the relatedness of these families is discussed later.
Studies of SIV seroprevalence in great apes have revealed SIV in only two subspecies of chimpanzees, i.e., Pan troglodytes (39, 75, 268, 303) . Another case of SIVcpz infection has been identified in a captive chimpanzee in the United States (SIVcpzUS) (128) . Therefore, the prevalence of SIVcpz was considered to be very low, although given that primarily juveniles were tested in these surveys, these rates may be underestimates. However, an extensive seroepidemiological study recently conducted in Cameroon, using a noninvasive sampling approach (205) , reported a higher seroprevalence (10%). This finding is consistent with the emergence of three HIV-1 groups (M, N, and O) in this region (91, 150, 345, 381) . Indeed, by sequencing of these new SIVcpz strains, the circulation of group M-and N-like SIVcpz strains in Southern Cameroon was demonstrated (205) . Until recently, only one isolate had been characterized from eastern chimpanzees (P. t. schweinfurthii), namely, SIVcpzANT (302, 382) . Three more cases of SIVcpz infection were recently identified in chimps from a single familial group from National Kibale Park (Uganda) and Gombe National Park (Tanzania) (323) (324) (325) , indicating that geographical foci of SIVcpz infections can be defined within the area of endemicity (325) . Recently, an SIVcpz sequence from an eastern chimp originating from the Kisangani region of Democratic Republic of Congo was shown to cluster together with the other SIVcpz.Pts strains (405) .
Despite extensive testing, naturally occurring lentiviruses have not been detected in West African chimpanzees (P. t. verus) or the P. t. vellorosus subspecies, although one P. t. vellorosus chimpanzee contracted SIV from a P. t. troglodytes chimpanzee in captivity (75, 314, 362) . Seroepidemiological studies failed to produce evidence of SIV infection in the two other African ape species, gorillas (Gorilla gorilla) (233, 346) and bonobos (Pan paniscus) (387) . Given that both of these species are frugivorous, they do not experience interspecies aggression and predation, suggesting that this behavior might be protective against lentiviral infection.
In conclusion, epidemiological data revealed that the prevalence rates of SIVcpz infection in wild chimpanzees are significantly lower than those reported for other species of nonhuman primates and that other great ape species are not infected with lentiviruses.
Guenons with SIV
Due to their number, genetic diversity, and large distribution in sub-Saharan Africa, guenons (tribe Cercopitecini) are the largest reservoir species for SIV. Studies of hundreds of wildborn AGMs (genus Chlorocebus) belonging to different subspecies revealed prevalence rates of SIVagm infection of 40 to 50% (163, 233, 280) . These prevalence levels are similar for all four AGM subspecies, i.e., vervet (Chlorocebus pygerythrus), grivet (Chlorocebus aethiops), tantalus (Chlorocebus tantalus), and sabaeus (Chlorocebus sabaeus), and are independent of geographic origin (258) . Interestingly, seroepidemiological studies showed that AGMs from Caribbean Islands, which were extensively imported from Africa in the 17th and 18th centuries (92) , are not infected with SIV (85, 163) . This lack of exposure has been attributed to the capture and movement of these animals as unexposed juveniles; an alternative, less probable explanation is that SIVagm was not yet present in the AGM population 3 centuries ago.
Eight of 14 (57%) l'Hoest monkeys (Cercopithecus lhoesti) originating from the Haut-Congo and Kiwu regions of the DRC were infected with SIVlhoest (27) . Prevalence rates of SIV infection in Syke's monkeys (Cercopithecus albogularis) have been reported to be between 28 and 59% for wild-caught or colony-born Syke's monkeys (109, 169, 368) . Nine of 14 (64%) blue monkeys (Cercopithecus mitis) tested positive for SIV, and SIVblu has been characterized genetically (154) . The prevalence of SIVdeb, which naturally infects de Brazza's monkeys (Cercopithecus neglectus), is relatively high (39%) (2) . No prevalence study exists thus far for the SIVs infecting different species of mona monkeys (Cercopithecus mona); however, viruses have been isolated from naturally infected monas (C. mona mona) from Nigeria and Cameroon (21, 76) and from a Dent's monkey (C. mona denti) from Democratic Republic of Congo (88) . Of 302 tested mustached monkeys (Cercopithecus cephus), 56 (19%) had cross-reactions with HIV antigens (76) . In Cameroon, the prevalence of SIVgsn, the virus that naturally infects greater spot-nosed monkeys (Cercopithecus nictitans), was established at 16% (27/165) (80). However, when a significant number of samples were tested using specific SIVgsn and SIVmus peptides, prevalence rates of 5% and 4%, respectively, were reported (2).
Papionini Tribe Members with SIV
Several studies produced compelling evidence that SMs are infected at high prevalence rates in the wild (25 to 55%) and also suggested that the major route of transmission in this species is sexual (14, 67, 326) . Initially, a study of SIVsmm prevalence in feral SMs in Sierra Leone reported a 25% (4/16) prevalence of SIVsmm infection. Three of the four seropositive animals were adults, once again demonstrating an agerelated increase in SIV seroprevalence (67) . Pet SMs in Sierra Leone and Liberia have a 4 to 8% seroprevalence, probably as a consequence of being separated from feral populations while juvenile (14, 67, 243) .
Testing of nine RCMs (Cercocebus torquatus) in Gabon revealed a SIVrcm infection in one (134) . A more recent report established a higher SIVrcm prevalence level of 22% (4/18) (346). For a related species, the agile mangabey (Cercocebus agilis), two independent studies produced conflicting results. We characterized two SIVagi strains as being closely related to SIVrcm and concluded that SIVagi may have resulted from cross-species transmission (267) . Other authors failed to identify any SIVagi strain following testing of 92 agile mangabeys (2) .
Other mangabey species have not been reported to carry species-specific SIVs. A limited number of samples from whitecrowned mangabeys (Cercocebus lunulatus) were repeatedly negative for SIV by PCR, despite serological cross-reactivity with both HIV-1 and HIV-2 antigens (C. Apetrei, unpublished 736 VANDEWOUDE AND APETREI CLIN. MICROBIOL. REV. data). Sera from three dozen gray-cheeked mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena) did not reveal any seropositivity. No data are available concerning SIV prevalence in Eastern mangabeys, Tana river mangabeys (Cercocebus galeritus), Sanje mangabeys (Cercocebus sanjei), or the newly described highland mangabey (Lophocebus kipunji) (196) . The prevalence of SIVmnd-1 infection in wild MNDs (Mandrillus sphinx) originating from the Lope Reserve in Gabon was 76% (16/21) (353). Age-related differences in prevalence levels have been reported for SIVmnd-1-infected MNDs (353) . Moreover, earlier studies reported lower prevalence rates in juvenile MNDs of 9 to 17% (135, 233, 377) . A recent study found a high SIVmnd-2 prevalence in MNDs (52%) from Cameroon (2).
To date, there is no proof that baboons (genus Papio) are naturally infected with SIVs. Several studies reported relatively frequent serological reactivities in both ELISA and Western blotting with baboon sera (34, 208, 346) . However, no species-specific virus could be recovered from different baboon species. Two baboon species (Papio anubis and Papio hamadryas) have been shown to carry SIVagm from sympatric green monkeys (191) .
Colobinae Members with SIV
Seven of 25 (28%) wild-born black and white colobus (Colobus guereza) monkeys from Cameroon were infected with SIVcol (79) . Three species of West African colobines have been evaluated for the presence of SIV seroreactivity; 46% (6/13) of animals tested seropositive. Two isolates were characterized from this population, namely, SIVolc from the olive colobus (Procolobus verus) and SIVwrc from the Western red colobus (Piliocolobus badius) (77) . To date, there is no study reporting the presence of SIV in Asian species of colobus.
Seroepidemiological surveys of Cercopithecus hamlyni, Allenopithecus nigroviridis, Lophocebus albigena, Cercopithecus pogonias, and Cercopithecus lowei have detected seroantibodies reactive against SIV, but no genetic evaluations have been performed (155, 233, 301) .
Comparison of FIV and SIV Distributions
A comparative analysis of feline and simian lentiviral distributions provides interesting parallels. It appears that, like the recent emergence of HIV in humans, domestic cat and chimpanzee lentiviral infections are relatively new diseases, with more limited distribution and lower seroprevalence than infections noted in lions, pumas, AGMs, and SMs. Interestingly, SIV infection has been confined to African species, whereas FIV infection has a worldwide distribution, although the Mongolian Pallas cat is the only Asian species with a unique and endemic strain of FIV (Tables 1 and 2 ). The reasons underlying this observation are unknown but could include factors such as different migration patterns and home range territories for feline versus primate species, different levels of interspecies aggression, an earlier emergence of FIV than of SIV, or different population dynamics and speciation patterns in the two families. Because the dynamics of lentiviral evolution occurs on a shorter timeline than that of species evolution, these infections may be useful for tracking species dispersion, radiations, and population declines or expansions (40) . In populations with high seroprevalence rates, these viruses may drive species evolution, as suggested to occur in regions with high HIV seroprevalence (P. J. Goulder, Abstr. Keystone Symp., Keystone, Colo., abstr. 11, 2006).
PHYLOGENY OF FIV AND SIV
Phylogenetic Clusters of FIVs
FIV isolates are highly divergent within and among strains but are monophyletic. Partial FIV genome sequences have been identified from 12 different species, which correlate with 10 distinct genotypes. While strains are highly divergent (up to FIG. 2 . FIVs appear to cluster phylogeographically rather than ancestrally. FIV sequences were analyzed phylogenetically from eight feline species (376) representing five of eight feline lineages (195) . Comparison of FIV relationships with ancestral lineages does not demonstrate consistent relationships, as represented by lines drawn between FIVs and their corresponding familial groups. However, FIVs are roughly divided between New and Old World species, with relatively high bootstrap associations, suggesting that recent geography is more highly related to FIV strain relationships than are lineage radiations.
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25% heterogeneity in pol), monophyly within species and clustering within felid families have been demonstrated conclusively (58, 281, 376) . Large portions of puma FIVpco genomes have been analyzed comparatively and found to form largely phylogeographic patterns of evolution. However, comparative phylogenetic studies of most other nondomestic cat FIVs have been limited to relatively short sequence comparisons for pol, often with small numbers of animals. This has limited the ability to form deep nodes conclusively relating divisions between FIV subfamilies (40, 41, 53, 58, 376) . Thus, while FIVs cluster distinctly from all other lentiviruses, with the closest associations being bovine and equine lentiviruses (281), the exact relationship and origin of primordial FIVs have not been determined. In the most comprehensive phylogenetic study performed to date, nucleotide and amino acid sequence phylogenetic trees were constructed using sequences amplified from seven nondomestic feline species, the spotted hyena, and domestic cats (376) . These analyses found that species lineages tended to be most closely related and roughly followed a pattern of phylogeography, particularly when amino acid sequences were compared (Fig. 2 ).
Phylogenetic Clusters of SIVs
Partial or full-length nucleic acid sequences are available for 34 SIV types, whereas for 23 types there is at least one complete genome sequence. Phylogenetic analyses of the available strains have shown a high level of variation in SIVs and a starburst phylogenetic pattern suggesting evolution from a single ancestor (Fig. 3) . The approximate equidistances among the major SIV lineages do not always match the relationships among their hosts. Asian species of Old World monkeys (colobines and macaques), as well as some African species (such as baboons), do not carry species-specific SIVs, which also suggests that the last common ancestor of the catarrhines (Old World monkeys and apes) was not infected by SIV 25 million years ago (29, 143) . This suggests that the emergence of SIV followed infection after radiation by these species, possibly from a nonprimate source (334) .
Phylogenetic analysis of the available SIV strains is complicated due to sequence diversity and recombination between divergent lineages resulting in different patterns of clustering when different genomic regions are analyzed. Originally, the different clusters were reported as lineages. Classically, the following six such lineages have been described: SIVcpz/ HIV-1, SIVsmm/HIV-2, SIVagm, SIVlhoest, SIVsyk, and SIVcol (29, 79, 338) . Recent studies have shown that the definition of "pure" versus "recombinant" lineages is primarily a matter of chronology and have suggested that each of the "classical" lineages might in fact be recombinant (322) . With the recent discovery of new SIVs, some of the classical lineages were indeed shown to be formed by recombinant strains, with the most notable being the SIVcpz/HIV-1 lineage. The remaining "nonrecombinant" strains cluster into six lineages. These six phylogenetic lineages are approximately equidistant, with genetic distances of up to 40% in Pol proteins. All six lineages have two or more strains. The l'Hoest lineage is unique in being formed by SIVs circulating in distantly related species. The relationship between these SIV lineages and newly characterized SIVs is complex, such that the characterization of recombinants is limited to the identification of the most obvious mosaic genomes. Table 3 and Fig. 3 demonstrate SIV clusters based on genomic identity. These phylogenetic clusters are partially superimposable on primate phylogenetic trees.
SIV Diversity Relative to Viral Genomic Structure
Using gene and ORF structures as a second method for determining relatedness, three groupings of SIVs can be identified ( Fig. 1 ). All primate lentiviruses harbor five regulatory genes (vif, rev, tat, vpr, and nef) that generally fall in the same regions of the SIV/HIV genome. tat and rev each consists of two exons. The presence of two other regulatory genes (vpx and vpu) is variable and thus defines three patterns of genomic organization, as follows. (i) SIVsyk, SIVasc, SIVdeb, SIVblu, SIVtal, SIVagm, SIVmnd-1, SIVlhoest, SIVsun, and SIVcol contain only five accessory genes (tat, rev, nef, vif, and vpr) (27, 28, 37, 79, 86, 166, 169, 172, 223) . (ii) HIV-1, SIVcpz, SIVgsn, SIVmus, SIVmon, and SIVden genomes also include a supplementary gene, vpu (76, 88, 182, 395) . (iii) HIV-2, SIVsmm, SIVmac, SIVrcm, SIVmnd-2, and SIVdrl form the third genomic group, which is characterized by the presence of the vpx gene (31, 61, 151, 173, 181, 353) . Thus far, vpx appears to be specific for SIVs infecting the Papionini group of monkeys and was acquired following a nonhomologous recombination which resulted in a duplication of the vpr gene (336) . SIVblu, SIVolc (77), SIVwrc (77), SIVasc (392), SIVbkm (364), SIVery (P. A. Marx, personal communication), and SIVagi (Apetrei, unpublished results) have not been sequenced completely, so it is not possible to characterize these viruses by gene organization at this time.
In conclusion, SIVs that infect apes contain vpu, whereas Papionini-infecting SIVs contain vpx (11, 15) . Three of eight guenon species have been shown to harbor vpu-containing viruses (C. mona, C. mitis, and C. cephus groups). Chlorocebus, C. lhoesti supergroup, and Miopithecus SIVs have an eightgene organization, whereas Allenopithecus and Erythrocebus have no specific SIVs. This points to the Cercopithecini as the origin of SIVs or at least as the major reservoir of the viruses. Since vpu first appeared in SIVs from cercopithecines, these also appear to be a significant reservoir for viruses in the SIVcpz/HIV-1 lineage (20) .
Feline and Primate Speciation and Relationship
to Virus Phylogeny FIV and feline species radiation. A recent study elegantly demonstrated feline species origins based on an assortment of host genetic markers (195) . This analysis distributed the 37 living species into eight major lineages that have radiated over the past 11 million years. A comparison of the feline tree with available FIV phylogeny demonstrates a closer association of recent home territory locations than of species relatedness with respect to FIV similarities (Fig. 2) . While significant numbers of partial sequences have been evaluated only from lions, pumas, and domestic cats, limiting the conclusions that can be drawn, it appears that proximate recent geography may be more closely linked to FIV phylogeny than feline ancestry (195, 376) . This analysis is complicated by the fact that members of only four of the eight lineages still inhabit the regions of their original establishment; the other lineages (three of which [domestic cat, puma, and panther] contain multiple FIV-positive species) have undergone significant migrations since species radiations occurred (195) . Further studies using FIV-versus-host genomic analysis will be useful in determining when these viruses may have appeared relative to species radiations and the relationship between ancestral migrations and FIV evolution. SIV and primate species radiation. The Old World monkeys (family Cercopithecidae) are divided into two subfamilies (Cercopithecinae and Colobinae), which also separated 11 million years ago (Fig. 3) (149) . Colobus monkeys are a large subfamily common in both Africa and Asia. SIVs have been described only from African colobines. The Cercopithecinae subfamily is further divided into two tribes, the Papionini and Cercopithecini. The Papionini tribe includes the two mangabey genera (Chlorocebus and Lophocebus), baboons (Papio), mandrills and drills (Mandrillus), and gelada (Theropithecus) as well as the Asian genus, Macaca (156) . Only African Papionini members have been shown to be natural hosts of SIVs. Finally, there are over 25 guenon species. These include three arboreal genera, Allenopithecus, Miopithecus, and Cercopithecus, and three terrestrial genera, Erythrocebus, Chlorocebus, and the Cercopithecus lhoesti supergroup. Cercopithecini are terrestrial only when circumstances do not favor arboreal survival. Recent studies have defined a clade of terrestrial monkeys exclusive of all other guenons (369) (370) (371) , indicating that the evolutionary transition between arboreality and terrestriality has occurred only once among the extant lineages (369) (370) (371) .
This primate classification can be partially correlated with SIV phylogenetic classification ( Fig. 1 and 3) . Arboreal guenons are infected with viruses sharing biological properties and structural features and forming a single cluster. Conversely, each of the terrestrial genera is infected with specific viral lineages, with the exception of Erythrocebus, which carries a cross-species-transmitted SIVagm (38) . Papionini monkeys are infected with related viruses, although a larger proportion of recombinant viruses can be observed in these monkeys (181, 353) .
Humans are infected by two different lentiviral types, HIV-1 and HIV-2, belonging to two lineages harboring two different genomic types with different simian origins (see below). In phylogenetic trees, HIV-1 and HIV-2 are dispersed among related SIVs and show no species-specific pattern. Thus, from a phylogenetic point of view, the differentiation between HIVs and SIVs is irrelevant, which is the basis for the argument supporting the simian origin of HIV (333, 335, 337) .
SIV phylogenetic lineages continue to become more difficult to superimpose on primate phylogeny as new strains are defined. It may ultimately be more effective to consider the three types of primate lentiviruses based on their genomic organization (i.e., accessory gene structure) (Fig. 1) versus their phylogenetic relationships with other viruses (Fig. 3) .
RECOMBINATION BETWEEN VIRUS SPECIES FIV and SIV Recombinants
Recombination events have been documented to occur during both FIV and SIV infections. This has been recorded during cross-species transmission as well as between different viral subtypes within the same species. Several reports have demonstrated that recombination between FIVfca env variable regions is relatively frequent during natural infection and may give rise to new clade designations. Individuals infected with multiple clade types of FIV (i.e., domestic cat [59, 212] and puma [58] ) have been described, implying that infected individuals are not immune to reinfection with different strains of species-specific virus. In one large cohort of African lions, over 40% of FIVple-seropositive individuals were coinfected with two or more distinct and highly divergent FIV clades. In the latter study, evidence of recombination between coinfecting viruses was detected (375) .
The most critical recombination of SIVs appears to be that involving SIVgsn and SIVrcm and resulting in the origin of the chimpanzee SIVcpz (20, 339) . Subsequent cross-species transmission from chimpanzees to humans created the HIV/AIDS pandemic (75, 128, 182, 188, 302, 303, 323, 325, 326, 381, 405) . Other SIVs originating from recombination events include SIVagm.Sab (containing SIVrcm-like fragments) (20, 190) and SIVmnd-2/SIVdrl (mosaic between SIVrcm and SIVmnd-1) (73, 181, 353) .
SIVcpz Arose following Recombination between SIVrcm and SIVgsn
Although chimpanzees have been shown to be a reservoir for SIV (327) , available data fail to demonstrate that SIVcpz coevolved with its host (314, 327, 362) . Therefore, it has been postulated that chimpanzees acquired SIVcpz after their divergence into different subspecies about 1.5 million years ago (339) .
Genomic analysis offers strong support that SIVcpz is a recombinant virus. In the 5Ј region of the genome, SIVcpz's closest relative is SIVrcm (31) , whereas in the 3Ј half of its genome, it aligns most closely with SIVgsn (80) . SIVgsn was the first monkey virus identified to contain a vpu gene, an accessory gene also found in SIVcpz (80, 182) . Initially, SIVrcm and SIVgsn were believed to be recombinant viruses resulting from SIVcpz and unidentified SIV lineages (31, 80) ; however, recent characterizations of SIVs from other primates (mustached monkeys and mona monkeys) provide evidence of other SIV types similar to SIVgsn (21, 76, 88) . Therefore, it appears that the SIVgsn lineage predates SIVcpz, which arose via interstrain recombination events (discussed more completely below).
Thus, in both feline and simian lentiviral infections, virus substrain recombination appears to be a relatively common occurrence and, at least in the case of SIV, may represent an important intrinsic mechanism for the development of strains which may infect new species. The potential for recombination to occur with a relatively high frequency in lentiviral infections provides a mechanism other than rapidly accumulating point mutations for the viruses to adapt to evade host defense mechanisms. 
ROUTES OF TRANSMISSION FIV
FIV seroprevalence rates for domestic cats, lions, and pumas increase as animals reach sexual maturity, suggesting that horizontal transmission is by far the most prevalent mode of transmission (32, 41, 58, 234, 376) . The correlation between seropositivity and sexual maturity suggests that mating behavior is associated with exposure, either during the mating act itself or during conspecific interactions occurring around the time of mating. Long-term direct contact appears to be required for efficient transfer of FIV among domestic cats (83) . Experimentally, domestic cat FIV can be transmitted via the oronasal, rectal, vaginal, intravenous, intraperitoneal, and subcutaneous routes (32, 56) . Domestic cat FIV intrauterine or milk transmission has been documented experimentally, with a frequency that varies with the viral strain (6, 7, 284, 320) . Obviously, such conditions are much more difficult to observe or simulate in nondomestic cat lentiviral infections. However, closely related virus sequences have been isolated from mother-cub lion and puma pairs, suggesting that infection can occur via maternal contact (41, 58) . The frequency of this observation compared to age-related seroconversion suggests that vertical or maternal lentiviral transmission is the exception rather than the rule.
SIV
Seroepidemiologic surveys of AGMs, SMs, and MNDs revealed higher prevalence levels for adult monkeys than for juveniles, indicating a horizontal route of transmission. A retrospective analysis conducted at Pasteur Institute of Dakar on sera collected between 1967 and 2000 demonstrated that the SIVagm prevalence in adult AGMs was 80%, which is fourfold higher than that in juveniles aged 1 to 3 years (99). This is consistent with an earlier study on vervet monkeys in Awash National Park in Ethiopia, East Africa, in which all animals identified as juveniles by dentition were SIV seronegative (308) .
However, in a semifree colony of MNDs at the International Medical Research Center of Franceville, no sexual transmission was found after 16 years of follow-up (74, 113, 135, 353) . Two of the founders (one female and one male) had been infected with two different viral types, i.e., SIVmnd-1 and SIVmnd-2, respectively (353). SIVmnd-1 had been transmitted to four offspring (males and females) of the SIVmnd-1-infected female founder. SIVmnd-2 had been transmitted from the infected male founder to four other males following aggressive contacts for dominance (266, 353) . Interestingly, two of the dominant males became SIVmnd-2 infected, with no evidence of sexual transmission of this virus being observed. In wild MNDs from the Lope Reserve in Central Gabon, cases of SIVmnd-1 infection could be diagnosed in both sexes (353) .
Several cases of horizontal transmission occurring by biting have been described for captive monkeys, including AGMs (99, 308) , SMs (315) , and chimpanzees belonging to two different subspecies (75) . SIVsmm has been reported to be transmitted among macaques by biting (232) .
SIV vertical transmission seems less frequent than horizontal transmission, and if it does occur, the point of transmission (in utero, perinatally, or via breast milk) has not been identified. In a recent prospective study, experimental mother-tooffspring transmission by breast-feeding was not observed in MNDs (I. Pandrea, unpublished results), while another study did not demonstrate vertical transmission in AGMs (289) . Some recent phylogenetic studies also suggested vertical transmission as a potential mechanism of SIVsmm transmission (14, 326) .
Epidemiologic patterns of seroconversion in wild felid and primate populations endemically infected with lentiviruses suggest that these agents are most efficiently transmitted during adult contacts. Considering that it is well established that HIV is spread by sexual contact via primarily mucosal exposure, it is likely that naturally occurring viruses are spread via this route as well. While mother-to-offspring transmissions have been reported for felids and primates, they are relatively rare compared to horizontal transmissions.
CROSS-SPECIES LENTIVIRAL TRANSMISSION
Cases of FIV and SIV infections crossing species barriers have been documented; however, these events appear to be rare, despite ample opportunities for cross-species transmission to occur.
Naturally Occurring Cross-Species Transmission of FIVs
Cross-species transmission of FIVs has been documented primarily for captive nondomestic cats, suggesting that artificially close contact contributed to the opportunity for crossspecies transmission. For example, a captive puma in an Argentinian zoo was infected with a domestic cat FIVfca isolate (58) , and a captive-born snow leopard and tiger were both infected with a FIVple (lion lentivirus) isolate (376) . Interestingly, the latter report represents the only documented infection of either of these species with FIV, suggesting that while these species are not infected in the wild, they are clearly susceptible to FIV infection. One additional report demonstrated that a wild Asian leopard cat became infected with a domestic cat FIV isolate (270) . Although these reports document the potential for cross-species transmission of FIV to occur, the overwhelming pattern of infection is for each species to have its own strain or strains of FIV, which map nearly exclusively to that species.
Naturally Occurring Cross-Species Transmission of SIVs
Clear evidence of the cross-species transmission potential of SIVagm has been observed in the wild, where this virus has been isolated from a yellow baboon (Papio cynocephalus) (191) , a chacma baboon (Papio ursinus) (388) , and a patas monkey (Erythrocebus patas) (38) . In Kenya, SIVagm.Ver was transmitted to a white-crowned mangabey (Cercocebus lunulatus) in captivity housed at the same primate center (368) . Systematic prevalence studies have not been carried out yet to determine if SIVagm is established as a virus endemic to these species or if the isolation of these strains is the result of unique, accidental transmissions. No long-term follow-up is available for these cases to conclude that SIVagm is pathogenic in African NHP species following cross-species transmission. It is noteworthy that none of these species were reported to date to VOL. 19, 2006 COMPARISON OF FELINE AND PRIMATE LENTIVIRUSES 741 carry a specific SIV, which may explain their higher susceptibilities to cross-species-transmitted infection and, as described above for FIV, document the susceptibilities of these species to lentiviral infection.
Origins of HIV-1 and HIV-2
Following the discovery in 1986 of HIV-2 (71), a virus which was shown to be closely related to SIVsmm (72) , it was rapidly established that this human AIDS virus had a simian origin (66, 129) . The discovery of SIVcpz in the area of HIV-1 epidemic emergence pointed to a simian source for HIV-1 as well (128, 303) . In 1998, HIV-1 group N was discovered in a Cameroonian patient with AIDS (345) . This virus clearly clusters with SIVcpz from Cameroon in parts of the genome, which reinforced the hypothesis that SIVcpz was the ancestor of HIV-1 (259, 321, 345) . Altogether, these seminal studies have solved the origins of HIV-1 and HIV-2. However, the mechanism(s) of HIV-1 and HIV-2 emergence in the human population as pathogenic agents is still under debate. Based on results showing the simian origin of HIV, AIDS was postulated to be a zoonosis (reviewed in reference 155). This hypothesis was based on data showing cross-species transmission (128), such as (i) similarities in viral genome organization, (ii) phylogenetic relatedness, (iii) prevalence in the natural host, (iv) geographic coincidence, and (v) plausible routes of transmission. Both SIVsmm/HIV-2 and SIVcpz/HIV-1 fulfill these criteria (66, 128, 155) ; however, it seems more likely that the emergence of AIDS constitutes a rare occurrence of cross-species transmission versus a readily transmissible zoonosis (12) .
In spite of the frequent contact between humans and SIVinfected monkeys in Central and West Africa (301), extensive molecular epidemiologic studies have documented only 10 cross-species transmission events to humans during the last century (11, 15, 155, (333) (334) (335) . Four of these events resulted in the following epidemic strains: HIV-1 group M, the major group of viruses of the AIDS pandemic (13, 187, 248, 304) ; group O, which is responsible for approximately 5% of HIV cases in Cameroon (17); and epidemic groups A and B of HIV-2 (81, 129). HIV-1 group N and HIV-2 groups C through G are nearly identical to SIVcpz and SIVsmm, respectively, and are extremely rare in humans, with only seven known HIV-1 group N-infected patients (18, 44, 321) and only single individuals infected by HIV-2 groups C to G (66, 129, 407) . Group C to H (66, 82, 129, 407) nonepidemic strains are weakly pathogenic, replicate poorly in infected humans, and are found only within the range of SMs or in persons who emigrated from Western Africa (66, 129) . It thus appears that cross-species transmission is not the only requirement for the emergence of HIV and that additional events, such as viral adaptation through serial passages or a lack of host defenses against specific viral strains, may contribute to successful lentiviral adaptation to new host species (12, 106, 242) .
Origin of SIVcpz
As described previously, there is strong evidence that recombination between ancestral SIVs found in greater spot-nosed, mustached, and mona monkeys was the source of SIVcpz (21, 76) . Four scenarios describing SIVcpz occurrence and emergence are as follows (339): (i) chimpanzees acquired ancestral viruses through hunting, resulting in exposure to more than one SIV type (254, 397) , which then recombined in the new host; (ii) the two SIVs that generated SIVcpz were transmitted independently to different chimpanzees and then spread separately in the new host population until coinfection occurred, resulting in SIVcpz; (iii) an anscestral SIV established itself as a chimpanzee virus and, following superinfection with a new SIV, evolved into the SIVcpz present today; and (iv) the recombinant virus was generated in another monkey host species which has yet to be identified and was subsequently transmitted to chimpanzees.
Comparison of naturally occurring cross-species transmissions of either SIV or FIV demonstrates that successful infection is a rare event. In FIV infections, direct and "unnatural" contact, such as that occurring in captivity, seems to be a prerequisite for cross-species transmission events. While evidence points to cross-species transmission events leading to emerging lentiviral diseases in primates, including humans, the reasons for the success of these infections and the factors necessary for disease to result in pathogenicity have not been delineated clearly. Further studies of natural SIV or FIV infections may provide answers to these questions.
PATHOGENICITY OF NATURALLY OCCURRING FIV AND SIV
Pathogenicity of Nondomestic Cat FIV
It is difficult to determine whether FIV or SIV infection of free-ranging species causes significant changes in hematological parameters or other subclinical disease. The stress associated with sample collection can preclude meaningful interpretation of hematological tests, and field samples are often suboptimal for all but the most resilient assays. Epidemiological studies evaluating survival success and reproduction or coinfection/seroconversion rates among lentiviruses and other intercurrent diseases have not revealed statistically significant disadvantages associated with FIV seroconversion (40, 176) . Studies of lentiviral pathogenicity in nondomestic felids have been hampered by the fact that for the two most highly studied populations, African lions and North American pumas, agematched seronegative cohorts are not readily available for comparisons. While it appears that the trend is for naturally occurring infections to be apathogenic for native hosts, several reports implicating both FIV and SIV diseases have been published, typically from captive settings where animals have outlived their "normal" life span. For example, an aged FIVplepositive captive lion developed lymphoma (312) , and three aged FIVple-infected lions in the Columbus zoo developed neurological disease reminiscent of HIV-induced encephalitis (51) . There is also a trend for FIV-infected lions and pumas to experience CD4 ϩ T-cell depletion, similar to that noted in domestic cats infected with virulent FIV (55, 319) . However, functionally measurable negative impacts of infection, such as fecundity and intercurrent disease rates, have not been detected in seropositive lions (176) or pumas (40) in the wild. The trend for seropositive status to increase with age also suggests that lentiviral infection does not hamper survival rates. 
FIV Infection of Domestic Cats Causes AIDS
FIV was discovered in 1987 in a cattery in California that had been experiencing high morbidity and mortality of unknown origin (299) . Since the initial report, serosurveys of contemporary and banked cat serum samples have revealed that the virus has been present in the domestic cat population since at least 1968 (32), with the current prevalence in the United States ranging from 1 to 15% and approaching 50% in at least one population (59, 279, 379, 408) . Feral cats, animals with outdoor access, and animals presented for undiagnosed illness are more likely to be infected than are indoor neutered house cats (32, 234, 265) .
Strain variation correlates with the pathogenicity of virus for natural hosts in domestic cat FIV infections (300). Natural and experimental FIV infections in domestic cats result in classical immunodeficiency disease at 3 months to 10 years postinfection. Clinical findings include CD4 ϩ T-cell depletion, weight loss, neurological disease, and opportunistic infections (32, 56) . The range of the disease spectrum has been related to different strains of virus; predictably, tissue culture passage tends to result in strains with attenuated infectivity. Several naturally occurring cloned and uncloned isolates used in pathogenesis and vaccine studies are highly to moderately pathogenic, resulting in disease in as little as 4 to 8 weeks postinoculation (97, 98) . Strain virulence is generally related to the env-defined clade classification; however, it is likely that other genomic features besides this region are influential in modulating disease outcome. For example, an FIV vif-null mutant was replication defective in vivo relative to wild-type FIV (231).
Pathogenicity of African Primate SIV Infection
For 20 years, it was believed that SIV infections are nonpathogenic in their natural hosts (52, 139, 140, 203, 260, 282, 283, 291, 292, 294, 295, 315, 342-344, 393, 394, 396 ). This was a major paradox in the context of active viral replication and high prevalence levels. Recent reports have demonstrated that SIV infection in natural hosts can eventually lead to the development of immunodeficiency. However, clinical disease seems to occur in the minority of cases, and only when animals have been infected over long periods of time, as follows. (i) AIDS cases were reported for MNDs infected with SIVmnd-1 and SIVmnd-2 after 17 years of infection (296) . In both cases, the clinical diagnosis of AIDS was supported by biological signs, an increase in viral replication, weight loss, and opportunistic infections (296) . (ii) An SM naturally infected with SIVsmm progressed to AIDS after an incubation period of 18 years (227). The AIDS diagnosis was supported by biological signs, an increase in viral replication, and lymphoma. (iii) An AGM coinfected with SIVagm and simian T-cell leukemia virus (STLV) was also reported to progress to AIDS, as defined clinically by the presence of opportunistic infections (374) .
Moreover, AIDS was reported to develop in African NHPs after infection with heterologous virus, as follows. (i) During leprosy experiments at the Tulane National Primate Research Center (TNPRC), three black mangabeys (BkMs) (Lophocebus aterrimus) were inoculated with lepromatous tissue that had been serially passaged in SIV-positive SMs. Retrospectively, all three BkMs subsequently became SIVsmm infected (8) . Virological and histopathological data confirmed that SIV was cleared in two BkMs, whereas the third progressed to AIDS after 5 years. This was the first compelling evidence that direct cross-species transmission of SIV may induce AIDS in heterologous African nonhuman primate species, although clearance of infection also occurred in two of three animals.
(ii) Baboons, which are not known to be infected naturally by SIV, developed AIDS following infection with HIV-2 (22) . Moreover, an increase in pathogenicity following serial passages of HIV-2 in baboons was recently reported (230) . (iii) HIV-1 in chimpanzees is generally asymptomatic, but AIDS has been reported for a subset of chimpanzees (274, 285) .
Cases of naturally occurring FIV and SIV infections that progress to AIDS are rare, possibly because host-virus adaptation has occurred, resulting in persistent infections with incubation periods that exceed the normal life spans of naturally infected animals (296) . This is supported by the fact that all AIDS cases reported have occurred in monkeys and lions significantly older than the mean life spans of the species.
One of the most interesting parallels between African monkey SIV and nondomestic cat FIV infections is the seeming lack of pathogenicity observed in the vast majority of naturally occurring infections. The mechanisms underlying this apparent host-lentivirus adaptation are numerous and may include (i) effective host control of viral replication, (ii) effective host control of viral pathogenicity, and (iii) failure of the virus to induce immunodeficiency, despite successful persistent infection. Studies defining which of these mechanisms are relevant have been lacking, and conclusive results remain elusive. Research to date into this intriguing observation is discussed below.
VL AS AN INDICATOR OF PATHOGENICITY
For HIV-infected patients, SIVmac/smm-infected macaques, and FIVfca-infected domestic cats, plasma viral loads (VLs) are the best predictors of disease progression (98, 145, 170, 224, 236, 250, 251, 278, 300) . Asymptomatic patients show low VLs, while the progression to AIDS, resulting from failure of the immune system to control virus replication or failure of antiretroviral treatments, is always associated with significant increases in the VL (236) . The corollary of this conclusion is that immune or therapeutic control of virus should result in low VLs (175, 250) , and thus the study of this parameter is of interest for species which have apparently apathogenic lentiviral infections.
FIV VLs during Naturally Occurring Infections
Once established, naturally occurring viral infections of nondomestic cats appear to persist for the life of the host, as evidenced by the ability to reproducibly detect provirus in seropositive individuals over multiple time points. Two studies have evaluated VLs of nondomestic FIVs in their native hosts. The most comprehensive of these (43) demonstrated a range of 30 to 6.7 ϫ 10 4 copies of provirus/10 6 PBMC, similar to the proviral burden detected in peripheral lymph nodes (LNs). The proviral load in this cohort was correlated with both the (51) .
SIV VLs during Naturally Occurring Infections
In captive African NHPs naturally infected with SIVs (SIVsmm, SIVagm, SIVmnd-1, and SIVmnd-2), VLs quantified during the chronic phase of infection were higher than those in chronically HIV-1-infected asymptomatic patients (52, 63, 100, 139, 140, 178, 228, 282, 283, 291, 294-297, 315, 342, 343) . The only investigation of SIV VLs in wild animals showed similarly high levels of viral replication (295) . Longitudinal analyses of the dynamics of plasma viremia in naturally SIV-infected animals suggested that the level of viral replication is relatively constant over time (227, 295, 296) . Interestingly, a SIVsmm-infected SM and SIVmnd-1-infected mandrill progressed to AIDS when the set-point level of viral replication was higher than average (227, 296; Apetrei, unpublished data).
Although studies have repeatedly reported that the levels of viral replication are high in African species, some speciesspecific differences can be observed in comparative studies (297) . AGMs naturally infected with SIVagm display a considerably wider range of VLs than those observed in SMs (140, 343, 344) . Proviral loads in LN mononuclear cells from AGMs are 100-fold lower than the viral DNA loads observed in naturally infected SM or MND LNs (26, 282, 283) . Altogether, these data suggest that VLs in SIVagm-infected AGMs are generally lower than those observed in other African NHP species and that viral replication kinetics may differ among African NHP natural hosts of SIV without significant pathogenic consequences.
A series of recent studies investigated the dynamics of early SIV replication by performing experimental SIV infections in natural hosts, such as SMs, AGMs, and MNDs (100, 139, 210, 282, 283, 291, 294, 343) . These studies showed a consistent pattern of SIV VL dynamics consisting of a peak of viremia (10 6 to 10 9 copies/ml of plasma) occurring around days 9 to 11 postinfection (100, 139, 210, 282, 283, 291, 294, 343) . Peak viremia was followed by a sharp decline (1 to 2 logs) and attainment of a stable level of viral replication (set point), which was maintained during the chronic phase of infection (100, 139, 210, 282, 283, 291, 294, 343) . Lower levels of peak viremia (10 4 to 10 6 copies/ml) but not of chronic set-point viremia were found after experimental infection of vervets with SIVagm.ver644 (294, 297) .
To determine whether viral replication during acute SIV infection of natural hosts is dependent upon the virus or host, cross infections of vervets and sabeus monkeys with SIVagm.sab92018 and SIVagm.ver644 were performed. In this experimental system, the profile of viral replication during primary infection appeared to be dependent on the viral strain, not the host subspecies (294) .
In conclusion, while limited studies have been conducted with naturally infected nondomestic cats to measure VLs, evidence from one study suggests that proviral and plasma VLs in pumas are consistent with the high VLs observed in naturally or experimentally infected African monkeys. Thus, it does not appear that the lack of disease in naturally infected animals is associated with effective host containment of viral replication in these species.
RECEPTOR USE AND TISSUE TROPISM RELATING TO PATHOGENICITY FIV Receptor Use and Tropism
FIV preferentially infects activated T cells in lymphoid organs, with a strain-dependent tropism for target organs. For example, FIVfca strain C-PG appears to preferentially target bone marrow, whereas strain PPR is neurotropic (306, 307) . Domestic cat FIV uses the chemokine receptor CXCR4 as an entry receptor and the tumor necrosis factor receptor CD134 (OX40) as a binding receptor. While FIVfca does not use CD4 as a receptor, conformational changes in the V3 region of Env are induced following binding to CD134, allowing entry via CXCR4. This mechanism is similar to the cellular entry binding and internalization described for HIV (93, 94, 340, 401, 402) . Also analogous to primate lentivirus receptor usage, the predominant FIVfca quasispecies changes during the course of FIV infection, in that isolates from terminally infected animals have been reported to be CD134 independent (95) . The receptors for nondomestic cat FIVs have not been characterized completely but appear to be different from those for domestic cat FIVs (349) . Interestingly, a puma FIV isolate targeted gastrointestinal peripheral lymphoid tissues or other sites in a domestic cat infection model (367) . Differences in receptor usage and target tissues have obvious implications for the comparative pathology of these viruses.
SIV Receptor Use and Tropism
Most of the SIVs naturally infecting NHPs in Africa have been reported to use the same repertoire of receptors used by HIV-1, i.e., CD4 as a binding receptor and chemokine coreceptors (69, 412) . For HIV-1 replication in vivo, the most relevant coreceptors are CCR5 and CXCR4 (256) ; in 50% of cases, the progression to AIDS is characterized by a switch in viral tropism from R5 ("macrophage" tropic) to X4 ("lymphocyte" tropic) viruses (256) . Most of the SIVs naturally infecting African NHPs use CCR5 as the main coreceptor (69, 412) . However, for NHPs, no correlation can be established between coreceptor usage and pathogenesis in vivo. Thus, SIVmac strains are R5 viruses, despite the fact that SIVmac is more virulent than HIV-1 (412). SIVmnd-1, SIVagm.sab, and some strains of SIVsmm have been reported to use CXCR4, but no pathological correlation has been described for the host monkey species (290, 294, 331) . Moreover, experimental infection of sabeus AGMs with SIVagm.sab does not show a different pattern of viral replication or disease progression from that of other SIV infections in NHP natural hosts (210, 291, 294) . SIVrcm uses CCR2b instead of CCR5 or CXCR4 as the coreceptor for viral entry (31, 65) . This is a consequence of the fact that the CCR5 gene of RCMs contains a 24-bp deletion in 
CCR5
ϩ T cells (292) . A hallmark of pathogenic primate lentiviral infections is early and persistent depletion of mucosal memory/activated CD4 ϩ CCR5 ϩ T cells (50, 222, 245, 249, 309, 391) , and virus coreceptor usage is a key factor in determining which CD4
ϩ T-cell subsets are depleted. Since CCR5 has been shown to be the main coreceptor used by SIVs in natural hosts (412) , African species with endemic naturally occurring SIVs may be less susceptible to pathogenic disease because they have fewer receptor targets for infection (292) . This hypothesis would provide an elegant evolutionary mechanism of "pacific coexistence" between SIV replication and natural host immune system function.
While this possibility presents an attractive explanation for species differences in SIV disease expression, the fact that SIV VLs in apathogenic infections are equivalent to pathogenic levels does not support a simple association between the number of susceptible target cells and disease. Moreover, dramatic CD4 ϩ T-cell depletion in the intestine was recently reported for SMs and AGMs during acute SIV infection (142, 293) . More studies of the in vivo dynamics of SIVagm and SIVsmm replication are still needed to investigate if the major target cells of these viruses differ from those of SIVmac and HIV.
To summarize, the following parallels can be drawn between FIV and SIV infections with respect to virologic patterns in apathogenic naturally occurring infections. (i) Viral infections persist during the life of the host and may, in fact, cause disease in captive animals that outlive their typical life span. (ii) Although studies with nondomestic cats infected with FIV are lacking, viral replication is chronically detected in animals, despite the fact that the infection is avirulent. (iii) Differences in receptor usage or target cell receptor displays may have evolved over time to favor a more balanced host-virus relationship. It is also apparent that domestic cat FIV infections do not resemble the same epidemiologic, virologic, or clinical pattern noted for SIV and FIV infections in African monkeys and nondomestic cats; in contrast, FIV infections of domestic cats more closely resemble pathogenic HIV/SIVmac infections of humans and macaques.
VIRAL DETERMINANTS OF PATHOGENICITY
As reviewed above and shown in Fig. 1 , the structures of the genomes of three FIV species are similar and do not reveal obvious patterns correlating with pathogenicity. The function of FIV vif and its role in viral replication are essential for productive infection and are discussed in further detail below. FIV carries two other accessory genes that have been studied in some detail. FIV, like other nonprimate lentiviruses, carries a dUTPase gene positioned in frame within the pol gene (298) . In vitro studies indicated that this gene is responsible for preventing uracil misincorporations during viral replication, and its inactivation results in both in vitro and in vivo attenuation, although tissue infections and pathology are not totally abrogated in dUTPase-negative FIVfca infections (185, 298, 307) . A second open reading frame designated orf-A (also called orf-2) encodes a 77-amino-acid accessory protein previously thought to be similar to HIV Tat (132, 133) . However, closer characterization has determined that this protein lacks transactivating properties but is critical in early infection and late particle formation and localizes to the nucleus, which is more reminiscent of Vpr (132, 133, 185) . Disruption of Orf-A function results in decreased viral replication and pathogenicity, although productive infection and antibody responses still occur following in vivo infection (132, 133, 185, 186) . An Orf-Adefective mutant has been studied as a candidate vaccine for FIV (311) .
Several viral factors have been reported to be related to a lack of virulence in naturally occurring SIV infections. SIVmac nef gene deletion mutants were reported to replicate poorly in vivo and to be nonpathogenic in Rh macaques (206) . This observation was corroborated by the description of HIV-1-infected long-term progressor nef gene mutations (240) . Studies have shown that Nef functions include the ability to downregulate CD4, CD28, and the class I major histocompatibility complex (398) , which will result in virus immune evasion (195) . Nef may also enhance the responsiveness of T cells to activation (118, 121) , but this effect is not uniformly observed among primate lentiviruses (398) . However, all SIVs from African monkeys have open reading frames corresponding to a functional Nef, and therefore the nef structure cannot account entirely for differences in pathogenicity. It was recently suggested that Nef proteins from the great majority of primate lentiviruses, including HIV-2, down-modulate T-cell receptor-CD3 in infected T cells in natural hosts, which subsequently blocks T-cell activation. In contrast, Nef proteins derived from HIV-1 and a subset of closely related SIVs do not induce CD3 downregulation, which may have predisposed the simian precursor of HIV-1 to have greater pathogenicity in humans (328) . However, simian counterparts of HIV-1, such as SIVcpz or the viruses from the SIVgsn/SIVmon/SIVmus lineage, which do not induce CD3 downregulation, do not typically induce AIDS in their natural hosts. Further, SIVmac, which induces CD3 downregulation, is even more pathogenic in Rh macaques than HIV-1 is in humans. Moreover, FIVfca is immunopathogenic despite the fact that its genome lacks nef, again suggesting that this accessory gene does not solely account for virulence. The accumulation of glycosylation sites in the SIVmac V1 loop or an increase in cellular activation of SIVmac nef allowed viral replication in nonstimulated cells (78, 174, 276, 277, 366) . However, these mutations only generate an increase in virulence if all of the other mutations are present, and therefore point mutations themselves cannot be virulence determinants. In summary, while it is clear that Nef plays an 
EXPERIMENTAL CROSS-SPECIES TRANSMISSION
The following sections review the literature associated with experimental cross-species transmission of FIV and SIV, as these experimental models have been used to develop animal models for the study of HIV pathogenesis, vaccinology, and interventional strategies and have more recently been used to compare differences in host and virus dynamics in avirulent versus virulent infections. This is followed by an overview of adaptive and innate immune responses associated with disease or protection from disease in naturally occurring and experimentally induced lentiviral infections.
Experimental FIV Cross-Species Transmission
Puma FIV (FIVpco) has been shown in several studies to experimentally infect domestic cats via both the intravenous and oronasal routes (367, (384) (385) (386) . Following infection, the virus replicates to relatively high proviral titers. The only clinical symptom noted is a transient but marked peripheral lymphadenopathy. The T-cell subsets and immunophenotypic markers evaluated were not altered compared to those in uninfected controls, and proliferation following mitogen stimulation or exposure to an irrelevant antigen was not impaired (367) . In oronasally exposed animals, VLs diminished by several logs within 3 months of infection, and in three of four animals the virus was not detectable peripherally after 16 weeks. Rechallenge did not result in exacerbation of the proviral FIVpco load, nor did immunosuppressive doses of corticosteroids. In addition to these findings, FIVpco infection of domestic cats appears to be more concentrated in the gastrointestinal tract than domestic cat FIV infection, which is centered in the thymus and bone marrow (367) .
In other studies, prior infection with puma FIV partly abrogated subsequent virulent domestic cat FIV infection; in vitro studies have verified diminished domestic cat FIV replication rates in puma FIV-infected cells (383) . This finding is not closely correlated with traditional indicators of immunity, as discussed in more detail below. Lion and Pallas cat FIVs (FIVple and FIVoma, respectively) have been shown to infect domestic cats apathogenically, although the characterization of these infections has not been as extensive as that of FIVpco (23, 385) .
Experimental SIV Cross-Species Transmission
Although SIV infection in macaques presently represents the predominant animal model for the study of AIDS, consideration of several factors suggests that this model is not ideal. The clinical course of SIV infection in macaques is significantly more aggressive than that of HIV-1 infection in humans, with a significantly larger proportion of rapid progressors (400) . This has hampered the identification of immune correlates of protection and resulted in vaccine study failures. Therefore, an understanding of the circumstances of the emergence of virulent SIV in Asian macaques is needed in order to improve current animal models.
It is a widely held belief that SIVsmm is highly intrinsically pathogenic for several macaque species (246, 262, 275) . However, the high pathogenicity of SIVsmm for Rh macaques would be unique to SIVsmm, since other strains of SIV (i.e., SIVcpz, SIVrcm, SIVagm, SIVmnd-2, and SIVsyk) replicate transiently and at relatively low VLs following inoculation of Rh macaques (25, 109, 194, 287, 350, 363) . This observation of low intrinsic pathogenicity of direct cross-species-transmitted viruses raises critical questions as to whether the high pathogenic potential of SIVsmm in Rh macaques is a reflection of intrinsic virulence or whether external factors were involved in the adaptation of SIVsmm to different species of macaques, resulting in the pathogenic viruses used in many studies.
SIV Infection of Asian Macaques
The circumstances of SIVsmm epizootic occurrences in macaques are now well characterized, and sources have been traced to SMs in different colonies in U.S. Primate Centers; however, the discovery of SIVs in macaques only occurred when these viruses showed clear pathogenic potential (9, 207, 232, 238) . As discussed below, five recent observations strongly support the hypothesis that pathogenic viruses developed as a result of serial passage in macaques rather than from singleexposure cross-species transmission events. Further evidence presented below suggests that following infection of macaques with African SIVs, AIDS may be the exception rather than the rule.
(i) In the early 1980s, leprosy experiments were carried out at TNPRC with SMs. Blood and tissues from a leprous SM were passaged in four Rh macaques; two of these animals subsequently developed AIDS. Blood from one Rh macaque with AIDS was inoculated into six Rh macaques, five of which developed AIDS following a shorter incubation period (6 to 18 months versus 18 to 24 months). A virulent SIVsmmB670 strain was isolated from one animal (RhB670) (144) . We recently characterized the natural history of SIVsmm infection in two Rh macaques inoculated with lepromatous SIV-positive SM brain that did not develop AIDS. This analysis demonstrated transient low levels of SIVsmm in one animal and a high plasma VL, which was controlled, in the second (Apetrei, unpublished observations).
(ii) Full-length SIVmac/mne sequences form a tight cluster in the HIV-2/SIVsmm/SIVmac phylogenetic trees which matches viral strains from infected captive SMs from the California National Primate Research Center (CNPRC) (9, 33, 238) . SIVstm could also be traced to stump-tailed macaques and SMs from the CNPRC (207, 232) . These isolates define the original source of SIVmac251/mne and SIVstm (9) . SIVmac251, the widely used pathogenic virus associated with simian AIDS, was isolated in 1984 at the New England Primate Research Center (NEPRC) (84, 219) . The history and derivation of the various SIVmac isolates at the NEPRC revealed that SIVmac251, SIVmac239, and their descendants are all derived from a single SIV-infected Rh macaque shipped from CNPRC in 1970 (238) , concurrent with an epizootic of lymphomas in Rh macaques (130) . SIVmac infection has been documented retrospectively for a Rh macaque from CNPRC 746 VANDEWOUDE AND APETREI CLIN. MICROBIOL. REV.
on October 26, 2017 by guest http://cmr.asm.org/ (238) . At the NEPRC, the virus circulated undetected in the 1970s, as shown by a retrospective analysis that identified 10 SIV-infected Rh macaques housed at NEPRC between 1975 and 1987, all of which were "naturally" infected while housed in the colony (183, 238) . At least five serial passages could be documented for SIVmac251, whereas SIVmac239 resulted from four additional serial passages of SIVmac251 (238) .
(iii) SIVsmmF236 originated from a Rh macaque inoculated with a SIVsmm strain derived directly from an SM infected during the leprosy study at TNPRC. The SIVsmmF236 strain induces AIDS, but with a latency period of more than 3 years (171). Molecular clones of SIVsmm236 (168) mirror the pathogenic effects of the parental SIVsmm236 strain (194) . More virulent strains (SIVsmm660 and SIVsmm543-3) were derived by further passage in macaques (164, 171) .
(iv) SIVsmmPBj14 is perhaps the most acutely pathogenic strain of SIV for pig-tailed macaques (PTMs); this isolate was selected during intentional serial passaging to develop a highly virulent SIV. A PTM was inoculated with tissues from a naturally SIVsmm-infected animal and demonstrated symptoms of AIDS after 14 months of incubation (126) . Reinoculation of PBMC from this animal into PTMs induced lethal disease in 1 to 2 weeks. Interestingly, SIVsmmPBj14 is also pathogenic in SMs (124, 126) , which is not typically a feature of other macaque-passaged SIVsmm strains (203) .
(v) SIVmne also originated at the CNPRC and is highly related to SIVmac251 and SIVmac239, but it is significantly less pathogenic (33) . The fact that SIVmne was passaged through Rh macaques fewer times than was SIVmac further supports the serial-passage pathogenicity hypothesis (257) .
There is evidence that the emergence of SIVmac at CNPRC may have occurred following kuru experiments carried out in the 1960s (10), as follows. (i) Rh macaques were used as tissue recipients in kuru transmission experiments starting in 1964 (127), 4 years prior to the appearance of Rh macaque AIDS cases. Stump-tailed macaques were included in tissue passage studies starting in 1971 (111), followed in 1975 by an outbreak of lymphomas and opportunistic infections.
(ii) We have demonstrated that kuru experiments successfully transmitted SIVsmm between SMs at CNPRC and SMs housed at the New Iberia Primate Center. The SIVsmm lineages were segregated based on their use in kuru research in these analyses, strongly correlating with inadvertent passage of SIV-containing tissues (10) . (iii) Animals that received tissues from kuru donors seroconverted to SIV during these experiments. Altogether, these arguments support the hypothesis that serial passage of SIVmac-like strains as a result of in vivo kuru tissue passage experiments preceded the emergence of the highly pathogenic SIVmac strain (10) and that this represents a variation of the normal outcome of SIV cross-species transmissions, namely, aborted or controlled, nonpathogenic infections.
As an additional example of infections of Rh macaques with SIVsmm that do not result in virulent disease, we observed 22 animals following exposure to plasma sampled from SMs chronically infected (infectious dose equivalent to 100,000 copies/ml) with different clades of SIVsmm. These infections were characterized by (i) the absence of rapid progressors, (ii) lower VLs than those noted for SIVsmm infections progressing to AIDS, (iii) a gradual loss of CD4 ϩ T cells, and (iv) initial destruction of the intestinal cells, followed by partial recovery (Apetrei, unpublished observations). Therefore, Rh macaque infections with these primary SIVsmm isolates more faithfully recapitulate the immunopathobiology of HIV-1 in humans and also more closely parallel the infection of domestic cats with unpassaged isolates of puma FIV, as outlined above.
Experimental cross-species transmission of SIVagm to different species of Asian macaques demonstrates various pathogenic outcomes. SIVagm is cleared by the Rh macaque host after replicating to high levels during primary infection (194, 293) , whereas SIVagm infection of PTMs was reported to progress to AIDS (141, 167) . Overall, PTMs seem to be more susceptible to virulent cross-species SIV infections, as illustrated by the progression to AIDS of PTMs infected with SIVlhoest and SIVsun (30, 166) .
Summary: Evidence against Intrinsic Cross-Species Pathogenicity of SIVs
Altogether, these examples illustrate the different outcomes of SIV infection in primates, i.e., (i) a chronic endemic infection which is generally asymptomatic and (ii) a persistent infection with a variable incubation period which progresses to AIDS in those species recently exposed to cross-species-transmitted lentiviral infections after viral adaptation to the new host. This evidence suggests that the pattern of infection seen in domestic cats infected with nondomestic viruses, namely, apathogenic infection which may be cleared, may be the most likely outcome of lentiviral cross-species transmission in NHPs as well. Conversely, the observations made regarding virulent SIV emergence also suggest that serial passage of nondomestic cat lentiviruses in domestic cats may ultimately result in an AIDS-like syndrome.
CD4
؉ T-CELL DYNAMICS RELATING TO PATHOGENICITY
As noted above, puma virus infection of domestic cats does not result in CD4
ϩ T-cell depletion. Similarly, SIV infection of natural hosts may be associated with normal or even increased CD4 ϩ T-cell regeneration, which eventually plays a key role in determining the lack of disease progression in naturally SIVinfected monkeys. This possibility is intriguing because, for HIV infection, a failure of the lymphoid regenerative capacity has been proposed to be an important factor in the pathogenesis of the immunodeficiency (49, 147, 152, 247, 309, 310) . In particular, bone marrow suppression, reduced thymic output, and the loss of naive T cells have all been observed in both FIV-and HIV-infected individuals (103, 104, 162, 239, 318) . In marked contrast with this picture, studies of SIV-infected SMs and AGMs showed that the regenerative capacity of the CD4 ϩ T-cell compartment is fully preserved (293, 344) . Recent observations illustrate the critical role for interleukin-7 (IL-7)-dependent preserved T-cell regeneration in avoiding CD4 ϩ T-cell depletion and disease progression in SIV-infected SMs (263, 264 
Immune Response during FIV Infection
The antibody response following nondomestic cat FIV infection is generally vigorous, although approximately 20% of animals exhibit an indeterminant antibody response, as evaluated by Western blot analysis (252, 376) . This is likely at least partially due to poor cross-reactivity between viral antigens prepared in vitro and naturally occurring viruses, particularly when an antigen from one species is used to detect antibodies to another. Antibody titers in three captive lions naturally infected with FIVple were found to be Ͼ1:800 (235) . Serum neutralizing titers against lion, puma, and domestic cat FIVs have been observed to be low (in the range of 1:50) and relatively non-cross-reactive against other FIV strains (Fig. 4) . Domestic cats infected with FIVfca typically develop measurable T-and B-cell immune responses against viral epitopes, but these responses are ultimately ineffective at controlling viral replication and immunodeficiency (32, 56) . Proliferation indices against T-cell mitogens are impaired in domestic cat FIV infection, correlating with marked CD4 ϩ T-cell depletion in infected animals (42) . Two studies have noted CD4
ϩ T-cell depletion in captive lions infected with FIVple (55) , and this trend has also been noted for free-ranging Florida pumas and African lions (319) . Unfortunately, age-matched control animals have not been readily available for these comparative studies, due to the high rate of seroprevalence which occurs in aged populations (41, 43, 58) . It has also been difficult thus far to study functional immunological deficits and antiviral immune responses in nondomestic cats infected with FIVs due to the difficulty in collecting appropriate samples, a lack of species-specific diagnostic assays, and a lack of funding to support such studies.
Compensatory expansion of the CD8 ϩ␤low T-cell subset has been noted for domestic cats infected with FIVfca and lions naturally infected with FIVple but not for FIVpco-infected pumas (54, 131) . Thus, the changes in circulating CD8 ϩ T-cell fractions following FIV infection are not correlated with disease state and/or virulence.
In the puma FIV cross-species transmission model discussed above, neutralizing antibody and cellular responses directed against puma FIV were detected in infected cats, but these responses were relatively meager and were detectable following apparent viral control by the host, suggesting that VL diminution was not correlated with measurable host adaptive immune responses (367) .
Immune Response during SIV Infection
The high level of viral replication during steady-state SIV infection in natural hosts is associated with low immunologic pressure (260, 315) , i.e., less T-cell proliferation and apoptosis are observed (64, 112, 293, 344) , resulting in a limited bystander pathology (295, 344, 390) . In nonpathogenic infections, high VLs result mainly from active viral replication, since immunological destruction is ineffective. Thus, natural hosts of SIV are not confronted with the consequence of chronic immune activation, namely, the destruction of infected tissues. This equilibrium may be disrupted following cross-species transmission of viruses, when the virus penetrates a new ecological niche, inducing different immune characters.
Both HIV and SIVmac infections induce immune responses characterized by robust neutralizing and cellular immune responses (48, 96, 316) . However, analogous to domestic cat FIV infection, continuous immune escape is the hallmark of HIV/ SIV infection in pathogenic models (57) . Conversely, for natural infections of African NHPs, the general consensus is that de novo immune responses are muted compared to those in pathogenic models (108, 202) . This has led to the hypothesis that the natural host species develop tolerance to the viruses or to specific antigens or epitopes (117, 271, 273) or develop immune responses that differ qualitatively and quantitatively from those observed in pathogenic infections. AGMs, SMs and l'Hoest monkeys generate antibody responses to their respective SIVs; however, the predominant responses are directed to Env rather than Gag, which differs from what is typically noted for Rh macaque SIVmac infection (165, 166, 273) . This observation was reproduced experimentally in AGMs and macaques infected with a SIVagm molecular clone (272) . While it is unlikely that Gag-specific antibodies per se are harmful, the lack of such antibody responses in naturally infected species suggests differences in the host immune responses that may explain the lack of disease progression in these animals. Another difference lies in the intensity of the response, which appears to be lower in the natural host; for equivalent VLs, SMs have antibody titers that are about 1 log lower than those of Rh macaques (62) .
Relatively few studies have investigated the neutralizing antibody activities in African natural hosts of SIVs, and results are generally conflicting. It was initially reported that SIVagm is not neutralized by sera from infected AGMs (273) . However, in a more recent study, it was found that specific SIVagm isolates are susceptible to neutralization, depending on the cell line used in the assay (136) . In contrast to that of HIV-1, SIVagm infectivity is enhanced by the addition of soluble CD4 (4, 399) , and this enhanced infectivity can easily be abrogated by SIVagm-specific antibodies (4), similar to the results of studies performed with FIV utilizing soluble CD134 (95) . Replacing the portion of the Env glycoprotein responsible for the coreceptor tropism with the corresponding region of a CXCR4-tropic HIV isolate not only conferred tropism for CXCR4 but also rendered the variant SIVagm strain susceptible to neutralization (209) . Neutralizing antibodies are rarely detected in SIV-infected SMs (125), although we recently identified an SIVsmm strain which is highly susceptible to neutralization by both autologous and heterologous sera from SIVsmm-infected SMs (Apetrei, unpublished data). The failure of very large amounts of passively transferred specific immunoglobulin to prevent SIVagm infection suggests that the humoral immune response in AGMs is largely ineffective (272) .
In pathogenic HIV and SIV infections, the generation of HIV/SIV-specific cellular immune responses, in particular those mediated by CD8 ϩ T cells, protects hosts from disease progression (146, 329, 330) . This hypothesis is supported by several lines of evidence, as follows: (i) experimental CD8 depletion in SIV-infected macaques results in increased viral replication and rapid disease progression (192, 225, 244, 329) , (ii) the postpeak decline of viremia in acute HIV/SIV infection is coincidental with the expansion of HIV/SIV-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) (46, 211) , and (iii) immunologic pressure exerted by CTLs results in viral escape mutations (5, 47, 114, 115, 146, 217) . Therefore, initial studies postulated that natural hosts for SIV do not progress to AIDS because they are able to exert better immune control of the virus, most probably through CTLs. The main focus of cytotoxic T-cell response characterization was performed with SMs. Clearly, SIVsmm-infected SMs develop CTL responses (108, 204, 396) , and CTL escape can also be documented (202) , which shows that the CTL responses are functional to some degree in controlling viral replication. It is difficult to compare the strengths of CTL responses in macaques and SMs. However, while SIVspecific T-cell responses can be detected in the majority of naturally SIVsmm-infected SMs, their magnitude is generally lower than what has been described, using the same technique, for HIV-infected patients (36) . In addition, no correlation was found between the breadth or magnitude of SIV-specific T-cell responses and either VLs or CD4 ϩ T-cell counts (108) . Moreover, the magnitude of the SIV-specific cellular responses did not appear to determine the level of T-cell activation and proliferation in SIVsmm-infected SMs (108) . Therefore, it was concluded that the presence of a strong and broadly reactive T-cell response to SIV antigens is not a requirement for the lack of disease progression in SIVsmm-infected SMs; conversely, the complete suppression of SIV-specific T-cell responses (i.e., immunologic tolerance and/or ignorance) is not required for the low levels of T-cell activation that are likely instrumental in the avoidance of AIDS in these animals (108) .
Studies to dissect the role of CD8 Note that in both studies, the anti-CD8 monoclonal antibody treatment used also had the potential to deplete other cell populations, most notably CD8
ϩ NK cells, which may also be involved in the control of viral replication. It is also conceivable that the increase in SIV VLs after anti-CD8 treatment may be partially related to an increase in the availability of activated CD4 ϩ T cells residing in lymphoid or mucosal tissues, as CD4 ϩ T cells activated by exposure to nonself immunoglobulin (i.e., anti-CD8) would serve as highly fertile targets for SIV infection. The proinflammatory signal resulting from the loss of large numbers of CD8 ϩ T cells (in lymphoid tissues), the reactivation of latent viruses (e.g., cytomegalovirus) resulting from the loss of CD8 ϩ T cells, or increased CD4 ϩ T-cell proliferation resulting from an attempt of the T-lymphocyte compartment to restore the overall T-cell homeostasis could also contribute to the rise in VLs observed in these experiments (357) .
Efforts to measure SIVagm-specific CTLs using traditional assays have been unsuccessful, due either to reduced activity or to a lack of reagent specificity to detect responses in AGMs. However, there is evidence of massive expansion of CD8 ϩ T cells in infected AGMs (179, 210, 291, 294) and SIVmndinfected mandrills (282, 283) . Although flow cytometric analysis is not specific for the functional specificity of these cells, this observation provides a strong indication that the immune systems of African NHPs are influenced by SIV infection. It is not yet clear if this CD8 ϩ T-cell expansion results from active stimulation of the specific immune response or from a nonspecific stimulation of the immune system in general (272) .
The conflicting findings of the levels and characters of neutralizing antibody responses and T-cell subset depletion or expansion in pathogenic versus apathogenic FIV and SIV have not elucidated an obvious adaptive immune response correlating with disease. A more targeted dissection of the roles of antibodies and CTLs in controlling SIV and FIV infection in natural hosts is warranted to clarify this issue (342) .
CYTOKINE INDUCTION AND IMMUNE ACTIVATION DURING INFECTION FIV
Studies investigating domestic cat FIV cytokine profiles have detected an initial increase in IL-10/IL-12 suggestive of a type 2 versus type 1 immune response (16, 89, 90, 404) . Cats infected with puma FIV demonstrate persistently high gamma interferon (IFN-␥) mRNA production compared to uninfected controls or domestic cats infected with native FIV, suggesting that puma lentivirus is more likely to direct a cellular versus humoral immune response in domestic cats (J. Terwee ϩ CD25 ϩ T cells in vitro and in vivo. This appears to be due to receptor expression as well as cell activation (197) (198) (199) 380) .
SIV
It was recently reported (210) that the low immune activation levels in AGMs infected with SIVagm are due to a strong induction of transforming growth factor ␤1 and FOXP3, followed by a significant increase in IL-10 expression, which occurs early in SIVagm infection (210) . For HIV-infected humans and SIV-infected Rh macaques, significant increases in beta-chemokine expression have been reported (60, 70) to contribute to nonspecific inflammation and immune activation as well as to high VLs in lymphoid tissues (213) . In sharp contrast to pathogenic lentiviral infections, only a transient increase of IFN-␥ expression and no changes in the levels of tumor necrosis factor alpha and macrophage inflammatory protein 1␣/␤ expression were observed in SIVagm-infected AGMs (210) . These results, combined with the finding of an early increase in the level of CD4 ϩ CD25 ϩ T cells, suggest that SIVagm infection of AGMs is associated with the rapid establishment of an anti-inflammatory environment, which may prevent the host from developing the aberrant chronic T-cell hyperactivation that is correlated with the progression to AIDS during HIV-1 infection (210) . CD4 ϩ CD25 ϩ T cells are maintained in chronically infected AGMs and SMs (361) .
Taken together, these data further support the hypothesis of a protective role for the downregulation of T-cell activation in natural hosts infected with species-specific SIVs. In particular, it is becoming clear that the establishment of anti-inflammatory profiles of gene expression early in the immune response to SIV antigens, and possibly to puma FIV antigens, is associated with protection against AIDS. These early studies suggest that cytokine and chemokine signaling mechanisms may be key elements differentiating apathogenic from pathogenic FIV and SIV disease and point to another area where study of the natural course of these infections may be informative for pathogenesis and interventional strategy development.
Immune Activation in SIV Infection
Several recent studies performed with SMs, AGMs, and mandrills indicated that both acute and chronic SIV infections of natural hosts are associated with lower levels of T-cell activation, proinflammatory responses, immunopathology, and bystander apoptosis than those for pathogenic HIV/SIV infection (63, 64, 112, 210, 283, 293, 295, 296, 343, 344, 390) . The major differences reported for SIVsmm infection in SMs compared to SIVmac infection in Rh macaques were (i) only mild increases in the fraction of proliferating CD4 ϩ T cells in the blood, with normal levels of proliferating CD8 ϩ T cells; (ii) normal levels of proliferating CD4 ϩ and CD8 ϩ T cells in the LNs; (iii) normal production of proinflammatory cytokines by T cells; (iv) a low frequency of apoptotic T cells in the LNs; and (v) normal in vitro susceptibility to apoptosis (344) . In addition, SIVsmm-infected SMs seem to maintain a preserved Tcell regenerative capacity, with normal bone marrow morphology and function, normal levels of T-cell receptor excision circle-expressing T cells, and preserved LN architecture (344) . A significant inverse correlation between the CD4 ϩ T-cell count and the level of T-cell activation was described for SIVsmm-infected SMs (344) .
The kinetics of immune cell activation was investigated in LNs and blood of SIVsmm-infected SMs, SIVagm-infected AGMs, and SIVmnd-2-infected mandrills (203, 210, 283, 293, 343) . In all three species, increased numbers of activated CD4 ϩ and CD8 ϩ T cells were detected in blood and LNs at the time of peak viral replication (203, 210, 283, 293, 343) . The levels of activated T cells then returned to preinfection values, despite continuously high viremia in the chronic phase of SIV infection. In chronic SIVmnd-1 and SIVsmm infections, there is only a minor increase in CD8 ϩ T-cell activation and no increase in CD4 ϩ T-cell activation (203, 210, 283, 293, 343) . Functional immune assays would be valuable to perform for nondomestic cat FIV infections if acceptable control groups and useful samples can be obtained in order to examine whether T-cell function is diminished during FIV infections.
Comparative studies on SIV pathogenesis in both SMs and Rh macaques showed that when SMs and Rh macaques are infected with the same viral strain (SIVsmm/SIVmac239), high VLs are observed in both species. However, Rh macaques developed chronic immune activation and increased T-cell apoptosis (203, 343) , whereas minimal immune activation and T-cell apoptosis were observed in SMs, with these animals remaining clinically normal (203, 343) , consistent with the hypothesis that chronic immune activation is a main determinant of disease progression during HIV infection (137, 161, 354) . SIVagm-infected macaques develop lymphadenopathy with paracortical and follicular hyperplasia, the progression to AIDS, CD4 ϩ T-cell depletion, and an increase in the number of T cells expressing activation and proliferation markers (165) . In contrast, SIVagm-infected AGMs display normal LN morphology without evidence of either hyperplasia or depletion. Activation and proliferation markers are generally not upregulated in natural infections (64, 293, 295, 344, 390) . Al- together, these data offer strong proof that the major difference in pathology between natural hosts of SIVs and Asian macaques results indirectly from hyperimmune activation in the latter, which drives excessive activation-induced apoptosis. These observations led to the hypothesis that impaired regeneration of T cells and the steady loss of CD4 ϩ T cells by direct virus-induced cytopathic effects, along with the chronic generalized immune activation seen in HIV infection, contribute to AIDS-associated T-cell depletion (147, 148, 152, 153, 160, 247, 344) , disease progression (137, 161, 354) , and ultimately the collapse of the immune system and AIDS (49, 102, 105) .
Conversely, in nonpathogenic infection of naturally SIVinfected monkeys, downregulation of the immune response favors the preservation of CD4 ϩ T-cell homeostasis. This scenario would predict that in the few SIV-positive African monkeys that ultimately progress to AIDS, the level of immune activation is higher than that in animals that retain CD4 ϩ T cells. Studies are currently ongoing to test this hypothesis in several models of SIV infection of natural hosts. Ultimately, as low levels of immune activation may also be a consequence, rather than a cause, of a lack of pathogenicity due to other factors, more direct approaches should determine whether artificial enhancement of immune activation results in disease progression in natural hosts for SIV infection.
SUMMARY: IMMUNE RESPONSES AND LENTIVIRAL DISEASE
In summary, there is no evidence that the lack of disease associated with naturally occurring lentiviral infections can be ascribed to an effective adaptive immune response to infection; in contrast, the evidence to date suggests that these apathogenic infections in fact elicit an attenuated immune response, potentially allowing the host to avoid chronic immune stimulation and the eventual exhaustion noted for FIV and HIV infections. One may speculate that host-virus adaptation has resulted in low levels of lentivirus-specific cellular immune responses, resulting in a chronic yet apathogenic infection. This observation emphasizes the tremendous challenge of artificially inducing, with an AIDS vaccine, a type of protective immunity that has not been selected for in many thousands of years of evolutionary pressure posed by retroviruses on the human immune system. Furthermore, studies of the cytokine and chemokine innate protective mechanism and mechanisms for preserving CD4 ϩ T-cell populations suggest that innate immune parameters are critical elements of host-lentiviral adaptation.
INTRACELLULAR RESTRICTION FACTORS LIMITING CROSS-SPECIES LENTIVIRAL TRANSMISSON
Lentiviral species specificity has typically been ascribed to factors such as virus-host receptor compatibility and cellular machinery needed to direct viral replication. Newly classified host factors have been identified that prevent cross-species SIV infections in vitro. Although this field is only in its initial phase of development, data are rapidly accumulating demonstrating new mechanisms by which cross-species transmission of viruses can be blocked effectively in the new host. The viral adaptation required for replicative survival in a new species is highly relevant to pathogenesis and therapeutic intervention in lentiviral disease.
Cytidine Deaminase and vif
Initial studies postulated the role of vif in the species specificity of SIVs, and this accessory gene was also determined to be essential for efficient FIVfca replication (347, 348) . The identification of an SIV vif cellular target, a member of the cytidine deaminase APOBEC family, has permitted a better understanding of species restrictions on the emergence of lentiviral infections. The cellular deaminase is incorporated into the lentiviral virion during reverse transcription to direct the deamination of cytidine to uridine on the minus strand of viral DNA (200) . This deamination results in catastrophic G-to-A mutations in the viral genome, determining inactivation (157, 215, 237, 411) and/or degradation (348) of the viral genome. Two primate APOBEC family members (APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F) are believed to play a central role in antagonizing viral replication because they are expressed in natural targets of HIV-1 infection, including lymphocytes and macrophages. However, lentiviruses are able to successfully infect and replicate in host target cells containing APOBEC when host-adapted viral Vif interferes with this mechanism. This Vif activity is species specific, i.e., human APOBEC3G is inhibited by HIV-1 Vif but not by SIVagm Vif, whereas AGM APOBEC3G is inhibited by SIVagm Vif but not by HIV-1 Vif. Several recent studies identified the mechanism of this specificity and showed that a single amino acid change can alter the ability of Vif to interfere with APOBEC activity (45, 332, 406) . The mechanism of this reaction is complex and is still being investigated intensively.
While the aforementioned studies were dissected using in vitro methodology, recent studies have demonstrated that when domestic cats are infected with puma FIV, the proviral genome progressively accumulates a large error burden with a large proportion of G-to-A mutations, suggestive of enhanced in vivo cytidine deaminase activity, which would be predicted for an infecting virus harboring a nonadapted Vif protein (313) . The domestic cat analogue of APOBEC3G has been identified as fe-3 (229); this protein has been shown to exhibit cytidine deaminase properties. Thus, it is conceivable that cross-species transmission of FIVpco to domestic cats is limited by the capacity of puma lentiviral Vif to overcome cytidine deaminase activity. Interestingly, in the same study, selective pressure on specific residues in Pol, but not in other viral structural proteins, was noted. This was unanticipated, since immunological pressures would have been predicted to result in positive selection of Env or Gag residues thought to be important for neutralization of CTL epitopes, and suggests that intracellular lentiviral replication restriction exerts greater selection pressure than host immune surveillance in the establishment of lentiviral infection in a new host species (313).
TRIM5-␣
A second cellular restriction factor is represented by the cytoplasmic body component TRIM5-␣, which restricts HIV-1 infection of monkey cells (358) . TRIM5-␣ is now considered to be the cellular factor previously referred to as REF-1 or LV-1 VOL. 19, 2006 COMPARISON OF FELINE AND PRIMATE LENTIVIRUSES 751
and mediates antiretroviral restriction of infection (35, 372, 373) . Although the mechanism of antiviral action is not fully understood, it is believed that TRIM5-␣ interferes with the viral uncoating step that is required to liberate viral nucleic acids into the cytoplasm upon viral binding and fusion with the target cell (138) . Sensitivity to TRIM5-␣ restriction is dictated by a small region in the viral capsid gene which was previously shown to be involved in cyclophilin A binding (372) . Therefore, subtle amino acid differences in this region of the capsid influence the strength of binding to TRIM5-␣ and, hence, the relative sensitivity to its restriction (189, 359) . HIV-2, but not the closely related SIVmac strain, is highly susceptible to Rh macaque TRIM5-␣ (410). Furthermore, HIV-2 was weakly restricted by human TRIM5-␣, which may contribute to the lower pathogenic potential of HIV-2 than of HIV-1 in human hosts (410) . Such experiments will build strategies to exploit TRIM5-␣ restriction for intervention with HIV-1 replication (352) .
CONCLUSIONS
This extensive review of naturally occurring SIVs and FIVs and their behavior following introduction into nonnative hosts provides the following conclusions: (i) naturally occurring T-tropic lentiviral infections are highly prevalent, productive, and yet apparently avirulent for native hosts; and (ii) judging by the degree of inter-and intrastrain phylogenetic variation, nondomestic FIVs and SIVs are apparently ancient viruses and may have undergone a prolonged period of host-virus adaptation.
Crossing species barriers may result in more virulent strains; however, (i) variants emerging within the primary host may also result in virulence, albeit with an initially longer incubation period; (ii) some cross-species transmissions can result in abortive infections (in which the role of sterilizing immunity is unclear); and (iii) cross-species transmissions and recombinations appear to be rare events but provide lentiviruses with a mechanism to regulate virulence and/or successfully infect new species.
Lentiviral infections of free-ranging African monkeys and many species of nondomestic felids are very successful infections in terms of persistence and prevalence. Ecological and epidemiologic considerations, including high seroprevalence (even in solitary species), viral genomes which are highly genetically divergent (suggesting long-standing infections), and the large number of species which harbor these naturally occurring infections, suggest that infection may confer an evolutionary advantage to the host. It is possible that an altered expression phenotype of susceptible target cells, the immune activation profile, or another effect of chronic viral infection prevents coinfection with pathogens with the capacity to diminish fecundity or successful offspring rearing/survival.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This review suggests many avenues for continued research on host-lentivirus determinants of pathogenicity, including (i) evaluation of the implications of receptor tropisms on pathogenicity, infected target cells, and outcomes of infection; (ii) determination of mechanisms underlying peripheral CD4
ϩ immune cell exhaustion during pathogenic infection; (iii) evaluation of the role of intracellular factors in control of viral transcription; (iv) determination of characteristics of nonspecific immune activation/immune dysregulation that contribute to the disease phenotype; (v) determination of the vaccine potential of ancient, apathogenic viruses; (vi) development of therapeutic interventions via enhanced intracellular enzymatic activities, usurping mechanisms developed by hosts over time to avoid highly pathogenic disease; and (vii) evaluation of positive effects of long-term infection on survival/fecundity/ resistance to coinfections. Pathogenic patterns of lentiviral infections in feline species and nonhuman primates are remarkably similar-recalling remarkable similarities observed elsewhere-as illustrated in the following quote by Douglas Adams (1): "It is a curious fact, and one to which no one knows quite how much importance to attach that something like 85% of all known worlds in the Galaxy, be they primitive or highly advanced, have invented a drink called: Jynnan tonnyx, Gel-N-N-T'N-ix, Jinond-o-nicks, Chinanto/mnings, Tzjin-anthony-ks." Research in the last 20 years has allowed us to discover the lentivirus cocktail. Future research should allow us to discover the recipe.
